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GÈNERE/
TEMES
Classic Fiction

Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 21
Level: Easy
Words: 400-600
Headwords

SINOPSI
Let Sheherazade, a gifted storyteller, take you on
a journey to distant lands in this delightful
collection of tales. Meet Mansur, a rich merchant
who does to Cairo to seek his fortune. What does
he find? Read about the two clever thieves who
steal Balshazar's donkey. How do they trick him?
Learn how a poor fisherman finds a bottle in his
fishing net and becomes rich. What's inside the
bottle?

ISBN: 978-9963-47-0523-0
Queen Arthur
Nicola Prentis

Fiction
When 15-year-old Gwen pulls a sword from a
stone while running from school bullies, she's
transported back in time to the days preceding the
crowning of King Arthur. But the one who pulls the
sword must be King, and that was Gwen! Arthur is
furious about this. Can "Queen Arthur" defeat her
fears and step into the shoes of the legendary
King Arthur?

Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 18
Level: Medium
Words: 400-600
Headwords
ISBN: 978-9925-30-157-7
A Stranger in the Past
Julie Hart

Fiction

Thomas Clark, 14, is travelling to school by bus
one day, when he finds himself mysteriously
transported back to the 1940s in war-torn
Liverpool. When he opens his eyes, he looks
different, sounds different and even has a different
name. Stuck in a hospital bed, recovering from
poilio, Thomas is terrified. A lady comes to visit
him and claims she's his mother - but she's a total
stranger to Thomas. What's going on?

Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 18
Level: Medium
Words: 400-600
Headwords
ISBN: 978-9963-273-57-7
All about Scotland
Emily Winston

Non-Fiction
All About Scotland describes the history of this
special country in the north of Britain. Find out
about Scottish heroes and talented writers. Travel
to the wild Highlands and around the deep lochs.
Watch out for that Loch Ness Monster! Learn
about Scottish inventions that changed the world
and the interesting food the Scots eat at a Burns
Supper. You can even discover why Scottish men
wear kilts!

Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 19
Level: Difficult
Words: 400-600
Headwords
ISBN: 978-9963-51-502-8
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A Christmas Carol
Charles Dickens

Classic Fiction

A specially dramatised version of one of Dickens'
most popular stories. It is Christmas Eve in
London, and the bad-tempered miser, Ebenezer
Scrooge, is about to live through a frightening
experience - the visits of four ghosts: his former
partner, Marley, and the Ghosts of Christmas
Past, Present and Future. Will Scrooge learn his
lesson and become a more generous person?
Suitable for use as a class presentation.

Classic Adventure

The Incredible Journey is about the friendship and
loyalty of three animals as they travel far and wide
to find their owners. Luath, the young Golden
Retriever, the old Bulldog called Bodger, and Tao,
a very special Siamese cat, are a lovable trio. But
how can these three gentle house pets survive the
dangers of the Canadian wilderness?

Classic Fiction

Travel back in time to the Alhambra, a place of
magic and mystery. Peregil, a water carrier,
discovers an ancient spell to recover hidden
treasure, but he isn't the only one looking for it.
Don Vincent, a poor student, finds a magic ring
that leads him to the treasure of the Alhambra.
Ibrahim, an Arabian astrologer, helps King Aben
Habuz conquer his enemies, but the king must
pay the price. Washington Irving will captivate you
with this collection of popular tales.

Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 19
Level: Medium
Words: 400-600
Headwords
ISBN: 978-9963-51-011-5
The Incredible Journey
Sheila Burnford
Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 19
Level: Difficult
Words: 400-600
Headwords
ISBN: 978-9963-48-743-1
Tales of the Alhambra
Washington Irving
Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 20
Level: Medium
Words: 400-600
Headwords
ISBN: 978-9963-48-182-8
Tutankhamun
Julie Hart

Biography
Tutankhamun becomes pharaoh at the age of
nine. Egypt needs a strong leader to govern but,
like most nine-year-old boys, he prefers to play
and have fun. But the Egyptian court is a
dangerous place for a young pharaoh, and he has
got some jealous enemies. Army general
Horemheb watches and waits, noting the boy's
weaknesses and plotting the young pharaoh's
downfall. Can Tutankhamun battle such a
powerful enemy?

Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 20
Level: Medium
Words: 400-600
Headwords
ISBN: 978-9963-48-252-8
The Canterville Ghost
Oscar Wilde

Classic Fiction

Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 21
Level: Medium
Words: 400-600
Headwords
ISBN: 978-9963-48-063-0
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The Otises are a practical American family. They
don't believe in ghosts ... until they move to
Canterville Chase, an old English country estate
inhabited by the ghost of Sir Simon de Canterville.
The family is amused by Sir Simon's failed
attempts to frighten them away. Only young
Virginia feels sorry for the ghost and agrees to
help him find peace – but at what price?
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The Thief of Always
Clive Barker

Classic Adventure

Ed. Burlington
Nº of pages: 21
Level: Difficult
Words: 400-600
Headwords
ISBN: 978-9963-47-520-9
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Harvey is a bored teenager ... until he arrives at
the Holiday House, where life is fun and exciting.
The seasons change every day and there are
flying cars and different holidays all the time.
There's only one rule in the house – questions
aren't allowed. But Harvey soon discovers he's
being held prisoner there by the mysterious Mr
Hood, who hears and knows everything. How will
Harvey ever escape?

